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ABOUT THE COMPANY MORE THAN 250 
DISTRIBUTORS IN RUSSIA 
AND ABROAD

GRASS IS ONE OF THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF CAR WASH DETERGENTS, 
CAR CARE PRODUCTS, DETERGENTS FOR CLEANING AND HOUSEHOLD CHEMICALS.

ABOUT US GRASS CAR WASH DETERGENTS

BENEFITS

- GRASS company was founded in 2003.
- The company’s products are available in every 
region of Russia and in more than 64 countries 
around the world.
- The area of the land plot with all buildings is over 
50 000 m2.
- The company’s production capacity is 1 000 tons 
per day.
- For product storage there is a big warehouse system 
with total area of more than 15 000 m2 for 10 000 
pallet positions.
- Distribution center with the area of 10 000 m2.
- The company staff consists of 867 professional and 
highly qualified employees.

Countries where Grass products are represented.

Countries at the negotiation stage.

Each product presented in our catalog is a unique 
development of our specialists - they work hard to 
offer consumers a truly high-quality product, that 
will meet their needs.
Today the product range of Grass auto chemicals 
includes the following types of products:
- Active Foam;
- Nano-shampoos;
- Protective agents for glass and car body;
- Cleaners;
- Waxes for car body; 
- Tire blackeners;
- Polishes;
- Wiping materials;
- Special clothes;
- Related products.
We try to offer our customers the widest range of 
auto chemicals, so that they can choose the product 
that meets their wishes. We take into account the 
specifics of application and produce it, for example, 
with enhanced effect, with different fragrances 
or in cans of different volume. We are constantly 
expanding the available assortment, replenishing 
the catalog with new items and variants of products.

Our products are the result of hard work of the whole 
RND department, which uses the most modern 
technological equipment to create competitive 
products that can replace more expensive foreign 
analogs.
Being our client, you get:
- An effective, safe and affordable product that is 
made from high quality raw materials with the use 
of advanced production technologies;
- High level of service: convenient payment methods, 
courier delivery, ability to track the status of your 
order, etc.;
- Full information support of the clients - from 
choosing the right product to placing an order and 
selecting the optimal delivery method. 
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ACTIVE FOAM 
LIGHT
DETERGENT FOR
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 
Concentrated detergent for touchless washing of cars and trucks. Effectively 
removes road dirt, dust, oil, insect traces. Easy to rinse off. 

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 kg

5 kg

20 kg

acceptable

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article 1:20
1:40

1:1
1:2

12132100

132101

132103

Method of application: 1. Before application, the product must be diluted with 
water at the rate of 1:1-1:2 (330-500 g) for a foam lance (1L) or 1:20-1:40 (25-
48 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L), depending on the degree of contamination. / 2. If necessary, wash off 
the top layer of dirt. Cool the car body, then apply the diluted composition from bottom to top to avoid smudges. 
/ 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water under high pressure from a close distance 
(15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

pH

6 7

PRODUCTS FOR 
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING
The first touchless shampoos for veicles (or active foam) appeared at rhe begining of 2000s. At the same time type 
of service named «touchless washing» was formed on car wash stations. Since that time, «hands-free» washes have 
spread around the world, and become widespread not only  in Russia.

Active foam destroys «connection» of dirt with the surface of car body in case of following correct technology of 
applying and keeping on the surfase. As a result contaminations practicaly peels off from the paintwork. Only what 
is remained is to wash foam and dirt residues off using water under the high pressure.

Company GraSS always accept the feedback from the customers, thats why product range of touchless shampoos 
consist of more than 25 items. Each product has its own unique recipe which differ in detergency, foaming effect 
, capability to work  either in hard  or in soft water. Products for dosing systems of self service car washes were 
specialy designed as well as line of coloured touchless shampoos

ACTIVE FOAM 
ULTRA
DETERGENT FOR
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 
Concentrated slightly alkaline detergent for touchless car wash. Easily removes 
road dust, dirt, oil, insect traces. Can be easily washed away from the surface 
without damaging the coverings of nonferrous metal alloys. Ideal for washing 
the car in summer. Contains anti-corrosion additives. 

<5o

5-35o

>35o

20 kgacceptable

recommended

acceptable

foaming

foaming

Temperature conditions Packing, article

hard water resistance

hard water resistance

detergency

detergency

1:20
1:30

1:1 12710220

Method of application: 1. The product must be diluted with water at the rate of 
1:20-1:30 (32-48 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L) or 1:1 (500 g) for a foam lance (1L), depending on the degree 
of contamination. / 2. If necessary, wash off the top layer of dirt. Cool the car body, then apply the diluted composition 
from bottom to top to avoid smudges. / 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water under 
high pressure from a close distance (15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

pH
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ACTIVE FOAM 
SOFT

ACTIVE FOAM

DETERGENT FOR
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 

DETERGENT FOR 
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 

Concentrated detergent for touchless washing of cars and trucks. Easily 
removes road dust, dirt, oil, insect traces. Makes stable foam, which is easily 
washes off from the surface. Contains anti-corrosion additives. 

Concentrated detergent for touchless washing of cars and trucks. Effectively 
removes road dirt, dust, oil, insect traces. Easy to rinse off. 

<5o

5-35o

>35o

<5o

5-35o

>35o

22 kg

21 kg

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions 

Temperature conditions 

Packing, article

Packing, article

1:30
1:50

1:25
1:50

1:1
1:3

1:2
1:4

12

12

800018

800017

Method of application: 1. The product must be diluted with water at the rate 
of 1:30-1:50 (20-32 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L) or 1:2-1:4 (200-330 g) for a foam lance (1L), depending 
on the degree of contamination. / 2. Wash off the top layer of dirt, then apply the diluted composition from bottom 
to top to avoid smudges. / 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water under high 
pressure from a close distance (15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

Method of application: 1. Before application, the product must be diluted 
with water at the rate of 1:1-1:3 (250-500 g) for a foam lance (1L) or 1:25-1:50 
(20-38 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L), depending on the degree of 
contamination. / 2. If necessary, wash off the top layer of dirt. Cool the car body, 
then apply the diluted composition from bottom to top to avoid smudges. 
/ 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water under high pressure from a close distance 
(15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

pH
pH

ACTIVE FOAM 
PRIME
DETERGENT FOR
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 
Concentrated alkaline detergent for touchless car washing. Easily removes road 
dust, dirt, oil, insect traces. Can be easily washed away from the surface without 
damaging the coverings of nonferrous metal alloys. Ideal for washing the car in 
summer. Contains anti-corrosion additives. Suitable for all types of car washes: 
touchless, tunnel and portal type, self-service.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

20 kgacceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article 1:40
1:60

1:3
1:5

12
SELF

110256

Method of application: 1. The product must be diluted with water at the rate of 1:40-1:60 (16-25 g/L) for a foam 
generator (25, 50, 100 L) or 1:3-1:5 (170-250 g) for a foam lance (1L), depending on the degree of contamination. 
/ 2. Wash off the top layer of dirt, then apply the diluted composition from bottom to top to avoid smudges. / 3. 
Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! Rinse thoroughly with water under high pressure.

pH

ACTIVE FOAM 
OPTIMA
DETERGENT FOR 
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 
Concentrated detergent for touchless washing of cars and trucks. Easily 
removes road dust, dirt, oil, insect traces. Makes stable foam, which is easily 
washes off from the surface. Contains anti-corrosion additives. Suitable for all 
types of car washes: touchless, tunnel and portal type, self-service.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

20 kgacceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article
1:50
1:70

1:4
1:6

12110257

Method of application: 1. Before application, the product must be diluted 
with water at the rate of 1:50-1:70 (14-20 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L) or 1:4-1:6 (145-200 g) for a foam 
lance (1L), depending on the degree of contamination. / 2. Wash off the top layer of dirt, then apply the diluted 
composition from bottom to top to avoid smudges. / 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly 
with water under high pressure from a close distance (15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

pH
SELF

foamingfoaming

foaming

foaming

hard water resistancehard water resistance

hard water resistance

hard water resistance

detergencydetergency

detergency

detergency



ACTIVE FOAM 
DOSATRON
DETERGENT FOR 
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 
Concentrated detergent for touchless washing of cars and trucks. Effectively 
removes road dirt, dust, oil, insect traces. Easy to rinse off.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

21 kg

23 kg

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article 1:40
1:70

1:3
1:6

12110224

800025

Method of application: 1. Before application, the product must be diluted with 
water at the rate of 1:3-1:6 (145-250 g) for a foam lance (1L) or 1:40-1:70 (14-
25 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L), depending on the degree of contamination. / 2. If necessary, wash off 
the top layer of dirt. Cool the car body, then apply the diluted composition from bottom to top to avoid smudges. 
/ 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water under high pressure from a close distance 
(15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

pH

10
11

ACTIVE FOAM 
RED
DETERGENT FOR 
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 
Concentrated detergent for touchless washing of cars and trucks. Effectively 
removes road dirt, dust, oil, insect traces. Easy to rinse off.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article 1:30
1:50

1:2
1:4

12800001

800002

800019

Method of application: 1. Before application, the product must be diluted with 
water at the rate of 1:2-1:4 (200-330 g) for a foam lance (1L) or 1:30-1:50 (20-
32 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L), depending on the degree of contamination. / 2. If necessary, wash off 
the top layer of dirt. Cool the car body, then apply the diluted composition from bottom to top to avoid smudges. 
/ 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water under high pressure from a close distance 
(15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

pH1 kg

5,8 kg

22 kg

ACTIVE FOAM 
ROYAL
DETERGENT FOR
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 
Concentrated detergent for touchless washing of cars and trucks. Effectively 
removes road dirt, dust, oil, insect traces. Easy to rinse off. 

<5o

5-35o

>35o

20 kgacceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article 1:50
1:80

1:4
1:7

12110360

Method of application: 1. Before application, the product must be diluted with 
water at the rate of 1:4-1:7 (125-200 g) for a foam lance (1L) or 1:50-1:80 (12-
20 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L), depending on the degree of contamination. / 2. If necessary, wash off 
the top layer of dirt. Cool the car body, then apply the diluted composition from bottom to top to avoid smudges. 
/ 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water under high pressure from a close distance 
(15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

pH

ACTIVE FOAM 
PRACTIK
DETERGENT FOR
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 
Concentrated detergent for touchless washing of cars and trucks. Effectively 
removes road dirt, dust, oil, insect traces. Easy to rinse off.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

20 kgacceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article 1:50
1:90

1:4
1:7

12
110326

Method of application: 1. Before application, the product must be diluted with 
water at the rate of 1:4-1:7 (125-200 g) for a foam lance (1L) or 1:50-1:90 (10-
20 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L), depending on the degree of contamination. / 2. If necessary, wash off 
the top layer of dirt. Cool the car body, then apply the diluted composition from bottom to top to avoid smudges. 
/ 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water under high pressure from a close distance 
(15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

pH

foaming

foaming

hard water resistance

hard water resistance

detergency

detergency

foaming

foaming

hard water resistance

hard water resistance

detergency

detergency
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ACTIVE FOAM 
EXTRA
DETERGENT FOR
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 
Concentrated detergent for touchless washing of cars and trucks. Effectively 
removes road dirt, dust, oil, insect traces. Easy to rinse off. 

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 kg

6 kg

21 kg

23 kg

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article 1:50
1:90

1:4
1:7

12700101

700105

110223

800021

Method of application: 1. Before application, the product must be diluted with 
water at the rate of 1:4-1:7 (125-200 g) for a foam lance (1L) or 1:50-1:90 (10-
20 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L), depending on the degree of contamination. / 2. If necessary, wash off 
the top layer of dirt. Cool the car body, then apply the diluted composition from bottom to top to avoid smudges. 
/ 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water under high pressure from a close distance 
(15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

pH

ACTIVE FOAM 
MAXIMA
DETERGENT FOR
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 
Concentrated detergent for touchless washing of cars and trucks. Easily removes 
road dust, dirt, oil, insect traces. Makes stable rich foam, which is easily washed 
away from the surface. Contains anti-corrosion additives. Suitable for all types 
of car washes: touchless, tunnel and portal type, self-service.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article 1:60
1:90

1:5
1:7

12

Method of application: 1. Before application, the product must be diluted with water at the rate of 1:60-1:90 (10-16 
g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L) or 1:5-1:7 (125-170 g) for a foam lance (1L), depending on the degree of 
contamination. / 2. Wash off the top layer of dirt, then apply the diluted composition from bottom to top to avoid 
smudges. / 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water under high pressure from a close 
distance (15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

pH20 kg 110258

ACTIVE FOAM 
MAGIC
DETERGENT FOR
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 
Concentrated detergent for touchless washing of cars and trucks. Effectively 
removes road dirt, dust, oil, insect traces. Makes stable purple foam, which 
is easily washes away from the surface. Changes the color during applying. 
Has pleasant aroma of cherry stone

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 kg

6 kg

20 kg

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article 1:60
1:90

1:5
1:7

11
110322

110324

110304

Method of application: 1. Before application, the product must be diluted with water at the rate of 1:5-1:7 
(125-170 g) for a foam lance (1L) or 1:60-1:90 (10-16 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L), depending on the 
degree of contamination. / 2. If necessary, wash off the top layer of dirt. Cool the car body, then apply the diluted 
composition from bottom to top to avoid smudges. / 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly 
with water under high pressure from a close distance (15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

pH

ACTIVE FOAM 
POWER
DOUBLE-LAYER
ALKALINE DETERGENT
Concentrated detergent for touchless washing of cars and trucks. Effectively 
removes road dirt, dust, oil, insect traces. Easy to rinse off. 

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 kg

6 kg

23 kg

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article 1:50
1:90

1:4
1:7

12113140

113141

800023

Method of application: 1. Shake the can. Before application, the product 
must be diluted with water at the rate of 1:4-1:7 (125-200 g) for a foam lance 
(1L) or 1:50-1:90 (10-20 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L), depending on the degree of contamination. 
/ 2. If necessary, wash off the top layer of dirt. Cool the car body, then apply the diluted composition from bottom to 
top to avoid smudges. / 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water under high pressure 
from a close distance (15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

pH

foaming
foaming

foaming
foaming

hard water resistance
hard water resistance

hard water resistance
hard water resistance

detergency
detergency

detergency
detergency

CHERRY STONE
AROMA
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ACTIVE FOAM 
GEL
DETERGENT FOR
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 
Concentrated detergent for touchless washing of cars and trucks. Effectively 
removes road dirt, dust, oil, insect traces. Easy to rinse off. 

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 kg

6 kg

24 kg

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article 1:60
1:120

1:5
1:10

12113150

113151

800027

Method of application: 1. Before application, the product must be diluted with 
water at the rate of 1:5-1:10 (90-170 g) for a foam lance (1L) or 1:60-1:120 (8-
17 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L), depending on the degree of contamination. / 2. If necessary, wash off 
the top layer of dirt. Cool the car body, then apply the diluted composition from bottom to top to avoid smudges. 
/ 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water under high pressure from a close distance 
(15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

pH

ACTIVE FOAM 
PINK
DETERGENT FOR
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 
Concentrated detergent for touchless washing of cars and trucks. Effectively 
removes road dirt, dust, oil, insect traces. Easy to rinse off. 

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 kg

6 kg

23 kg

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article 1:60
1:120

1:5
1:10

12113120

113121

800024

Method of application: 1. Before application, the product must be diluted with 
water at the rate of 1:5-1:10 (90-170 g) for a foam lance (1L) or 1:60-1:120 (8-
17 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L), depending on the degree of contamination. / 2. If necessary, wash off 
the top layer of dirt. Cool the car body, then apply the diluted composition from bottom to top to avoid smudges.  
/ 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water under high pressure from a close distance 
(15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

pH

ACTIVE FOAM 
EFFECT
DETERGENT FOR 
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 
Concentrated detergent for touchless washing of cars and trucks. Effectively 
removes road dirt, dust, oil, insect traces. Easy to rinse off. 

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 kg

6 kg

21 kg

23 kg

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article 1:60
1:120

1:5
1:10

12113110

113111

110222

800022

Method of application: 1. Before application, the product must be diluted with 
water at the rate of 1:5-1:10 (90-170 g) for a foam lance (1L) or 1:60-1:120 (8-17 
g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L), depending on the degree of contamination. / 2. If necessary, wash off 
the top layer of dirt. Cool the car body, then apply the diluted composition from bottom to top to avoid smudges. 
/ 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water under high pressure from a close distance 
(15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

pH

ACTIVE FOAM 
TRUCK
DETERGENT FOR 
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 
Effective detergent for touchless washing, specially developed for removing 
of heavy dirt from trucks and cars. Suitable for cleaning car body, car covers, 
chassis, fuel tanks, engines, tankers, long-distance vehicles. Ideal for removing 
dust, dirt, oil, fuel oil and other road contaminants. Due to special components, 
it works excellent in cold water and at low temperatures. Contains anti-corrosion additives.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 kg

6 kg

23 kg

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article 1:60
1:100

1:5
1:8

12113190

113191

800026

Method of application: 1. Shake the can. Before application, the product must be diluted with water at the rate of 
1:5-1:8 (110-170 g) for a foam lance (1L) or 1:60-1:100 (10-16 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L), depending 
on the degree of contamination. / 2. If necessary, wash off the top layer of dirt. Cool the car body, then apply 
the diluted composition from bottom to top to avoid smudges. / 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse 
thoroughly with water under high pressure from a close distance (15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

pH

foaming

foaming

foamingfoaming

hard water resistance

hard water resistance

hard water resistancehard water resistance

detergency

detergency

detergencydetergency
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ACTIVE PORTAL
DETERGENT FOR
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 

Specially developed foam shampoo to wash cars at portal car wash station, 
tunnels, washing boxes. It helps to soften the dirt and make it easier to remove 
it with portal brushes on the main wash cycle. Removes persistent dirt well. 
Safe for parts and components of washing equipment, as well as painted and 
plastic coatings of the car. Contains anti-corrosion additives. Dilute according 
to the instructions for use of the washing equipment.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

20 kgacceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article
1:30
1:80

1:2
1:6

12139113

Method of application: 1. Before application, the product must be diluted with 
water at the rate of 1:30-1:80 (12-35 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L) 
or 1:2-1:6 (140-330 g) for a foam lance (1L), depending on the degree of contamination. / 2. Wash off the top layer 
of dirt, then apply the diluted composition from bottom to top to avoid smudges. / 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid 
drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water under high pressure from a close distance (15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

pH
PORTAL

ACTIVE 
COMPONENT
DETERGENT FOR
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 
Concentrated detergent for touchless washing of cars and trucks. Effectively 
removes road dirt, dust, oil, insect traces. Easy to rinse off.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article 1:70
1:140

1:6
1:12

12

Method of application: 1. Before application, the product must be diluted with 
water at the rate of 1:6-1:12 (80-145 g) for a foam lance (1L) or 1:70-1:140 (7-
15 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L), depending on the degree of contamination. / 2. If necessary, wash off 
the top layer of dirt. Cool the car body, then apply the diluted composition from bottom to top to avoid smudges. 
/ 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water under high pressure from a close distance 
(15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

pH25 kg 110386

ACTIVE FOAM 
SUPER
DETERGENT FOR
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 
Super concentrated detergent for touchless washing of cars and trucks. Makes 
stable rich foam, which is easily washed away from the surface.  Effectively 
removes road dirt, dust, oil, insect traces. Contains anti-corrosion additives.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

24 kgacceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article 1:60
1:120

1:5
1:10

12380000

Method of application: 1. Before application, the product must be diluted with 
water at the rate of 1:60-1:120 (8-16 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L) 
or 1:5-1:10 (90-170 g) for a foam lance (1L), depending on the degree of contamination. / 2. Wash off the top layer 
of dirt, then apply the diluted composition from bottom to top to avoid smudges. / 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid 
drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water under high pressure from a close distance (15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

pH

ACTIVE FOAM 
GEL +
DETERGENT FOR
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 
Concentrated detergent for touchless washing of cars and trucks. Effectively 
removes road dirt, dust, oil, insect traces. Easy to rinse off.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 kg

6 kg

24 kg

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article 1:70
1:140

1:6
1:12

12113180

113181

800028

Method of application: 1. Before application, the product must be diluted 
with water at the rate of 1:6-1:12 (75-145 g) for a foam lance (1L) or 1:70-1:140 
(7-14 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L), depending on the degree of contamination. / 2. If necessary, wash 
off the top layer of dirt. Cool the car body, then apply the diluted composition from bottom to top to avoid 
smudges. / 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water under high pressure from 
a close distance (15-20 cm) from bottom to top. 

pH

foaming

foaming

hard water resistance

hard water resistance

detergency

detergency

foaming

foaming

hard water resistance

hard water resistance

detergency

detergency
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ACTIVE SELF 
EASY

ACTIVE SELF 
STANDARD

DETERGENT FOR 
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 

DETERGENT FOR
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 

Concentrated detergent for car care at self-service car wash stations, specifically 
developed for dosing systems. Easily removes road dirt, dust, oil, insect traces. 
Detergent has a balanced foaming and can be easily rinsed off the surface. 

Concentrated detergent for car care at self-service car wash stations, specifically 
developed for dosing systems. Easily removes road dirt, dust, oil, insect traces. 
Detergent has a balanced foaming and can be easily rinsed off the surface.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

<5o

5-35o

>35o

22 kg

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions

Temperature conditions

Packing, article

Packing, article

450100

Method of application: at self-service car washes: final solution concentration 
should be 1-2% depending on the dosing system. / Method of application at 
regular car washes: 1. Before application, the product must be diluted with warm water at the rate of 1:40-1:60 (15-
25 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L) or 1:3-1:5 (170-250 g) for a foam lance (1L), depending on the degree 
of contamination. / 2. Wash off the top layer of dirt, then apply the diluted composition from bottom to top to 
avoid smudges. / 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water under high pressure from 
a close distance (15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

Method of application: at self-service car washes: final solution concentration 
should be 1-2% depending on the dosing system. / Method of application at 
regular car washes: 1. Before application, the product must be diluted with warm water at the rate of 1:4-1:7 (125-
200 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L) or 1:50-1:90 (10-20 g/L) for a foam lance (1L), depending on the degree 
of contamination. / 2. Wash off the top layer of dirt, then apply the diluted composition from bottom to top to avoid 
smudges. / 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water under high pressure from a close 
distance (15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

18

23 kg 450200

1:40
1:60

1:50
1:90

1:3
1:5

1:4
1:7

12

12

SELF

SELF

pH

pH

PRODUCTS FOR SELF 
SERVICE CAR WASH STATIONS
Specially designed compositions suitable for dosing systems of self service car wash stations. Often self service car 
wash stations faces with problem of technical service of equipment as a result of using ordinary touchless shampoos.

foaming

foaming

hard water resistance

hard water resistance

detergency

detergency
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AUTO SHAMPOO
FOR MANUAL CAR WASHING 
Auto Shampoo for manual washing is developed for car paintwork treatment by mechanical action (with a sponge
or a mitten), in order to remove the residual dirt after washing with touchless shampoo, to give protective 
and esthetic properties. Manual shampoo neutralizes residues of highly alkaline touchless car shampoos, depending 
on the composition increases shine and gives antistatic properties to the surface, provides excellent sponge sliding. 
After using the manual shampoo, the color depth of the car is visually enhanced.

ACTIVE SELF
TOP
DETERGENT FOR
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 
Concentrated detergent for car care at self-service car wash stations, specifically 
developed for dosing systems. Easily removes road dirt, dust, oil, insect traces. 
Detergent has a balanced foaming and can be easily rinsed off the surface.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

24 kgacceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article

450300

Method of application: at self-service car washes: final solution concentration 
should be 1-2% depending on the dosing system. / Method of application at 
regular car washes: 1. Before application, the product must be diluted with warm water at the rate of 1:70-1:140 
(7-14 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L) or 1:6-1:12 (75-145 g) for a foam lance (1L), depending on the degree 
of contamination. / 2. Wash off the top layer of dirt, then apply the diluted composition from bottom to top to 
avoid smudges. / 3. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water under high pressure from 
a close distance (15-20 cm) from bottom to top.

1:70
1:140

1:6
1:12

12
SELF

pH

foaming hard water resistancedetergency



AUTO 
SHAMPOO
DETERGENT FOR
MANUAL CAR WASHING 
Developed for washing different types of vehicles. Effectively cleans persistent 
dirt, soot, oil stains, salt. Provides a polishing effect. Does not irritate the skin. 

<5o

5-35o

>35o

20 kgacceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article
1:500 7SPONGE 

APPLICATION111103

Method of application: pre-wash the car with any GRASS touchless shampoo. 
Apply auto shampoo to the surface. This can be done manually with a sponge 
or a mitten. For manual washing, it is necessary to dilute the concentrate at the rate of 20-30 g of shampoo in 10 
liters of water. After applying the product, spread it over the surface with a sponge or a special mitten. Wash off 
auto shampoo residues with water.

pH

22

NANO SHAMPOO
NANO-SHAMPOO
WITH PROTECTIVE EFFECT

High-foam shampoo combines cleaning and protection of paintwork. Restores 
the gloss of paintwork and preserves it for a long time. It makes a thin film that 
protects the car body from dirt, water and ice. The treated surface stays clean 
longer and is easy to clean. Repeated applications of the nano product extend 
the duration of the protective coating effect.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article
1:200 1:9 8

Method of application: pre-wash the car with any GRASS touchless shampoo. 
Apply nano-shampoo to the surface. This can be done manually with a sponge 
or with a foam lance. For manual washing you need to dilute the concentrate at the rate of 50 ml per 10 liters of 
warm water. To apply using a foam lance (1L) you need 100 ml of concentrate. After applying the product, spread 
it over the surface with a sponge or a special mitten. Wash off auto shampoo residues with water.

pH1 kg

5 kg

136101

136102

23

CARWASH
FOAM
CAR DETERGENT
Concentrated auto shampoo for manual car wash with high foaming that can 
be applied with a foam lance. Makes stable rich foam that stays on the car 
surface for a long time. Effectively cleans paint coating from dust, dirt, soot, oil, 
salt and other heavy contaminations. Does not irritate the skin.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

20 kgacceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article
1:5001:200

1:250
1:10
1:20

9

710120

Method of application: pre-wash the car with any GRASS touchless shampoo. 
Apply auto shampoo to the surface. This can be done manually with a sponge, a 
foam lance or a foam generator. To wash manually you need to dilute the concentrate at the rate of 20 g of shampoo 
per 10 liters of warm water. Foam lance uses 1:10-1:20 or 50-100 g of shampoo per 1 liter of water; foam generator 
uses 1:200-1:250 or 4-5 g of shampoo per 1 liter of water; thoroughly mix the shampoo with water and apply 
to the car body. After applying the product, spread it over the surface with a sponge or a special mitten. Wash off 
auto shampoo residues with water.

pH

foaming

foaming

hard water resistance

hard water resistance

detergency

detergency

foaming hard water resistancedetergency
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WAXES
When used regularly, wax helps prevent premature aging of the paintwork and its destruction, makes the next car 
washing and drying easier, because the surface becomes water-repellent and antistatic. For this reason, waxing is 
the best way to keep your car’s paintwork presentable for years to come.

25

CHERRY WAX

FAST WAX

WAX FOR FAST DRYING

WAX FOR FAST DRYING

Concentrated effective product that protects the car from environmental 
influences. It has a high water-repellent effect, speeding up the car body drying 
after washing. Gives extra shine and antistatic properties. Does not stain or 
damage the glass. Effective even when using hard water and low temperatures. 
It can be used in tunnel and portal car washes. 

Concentrated effective product with a high water-repellent effect, ensures quick 
car drying after washing and has antistatic properties. Makes the car surface 
completely dry, shiny and protected from the environmental influences. It can 
be used in tunnel and portal car washes.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 kg

5 kg

1 kg

5 kg

20 kg

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions

Temperature conditions

Packing, article

Packing, article

110100

110101

138100

138101

800121

Method of application: 1. Wash the car with GraSS touchless shampoo. 
/ 2. Wash with GraSS manual shampoo using a macroporous sponge (washing 
with manual shampoo is necessary to remove any remaining dirt). / 3. For the 
foam lance, dilute with water in the rate of 1:3 (1:5) or 300-200 g/L. For sprayer, 
dilute concentrate with water at a rate of 1:25 (1:50) or 20-40 g/L. / 4. Apply the diluted composition to the surface 
to be treated. / 5. Rinse off the remaining product from the surface with water under pressure.

Method of application: 1. Wash the car with GraSS touchless shampoo. 
/ 2. Wash with GraSS manual shampoo using a macroporous sponge (washing 
with manual shampoo is necessary to remove any remaining dirt). / 3. For the 
foam lance, dilute with water in the rate of 1:10-1:20 (90-47 g/L). For sprayer, 
dilute concentrate with water at a rate of 1:50-1:100 (10-5 g/L). / 4. Apply the diluted composition to the surface to be 
treated. / 5. Without water, spread evenly over the surface with a clean microfiber cloth (we recommend using wiper 
soft cloth, art. IT-0352). / 6. Rinse off the remaining product from the surface with water under pressure.

1:25
1:50

1:50
1:100

1:3
1:5

1:10
1:20

6

6

pH

pH

service life 

service life 

water repellent effect 

water repellent effect 

concentration

concentration
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HOT WAX

NANO WAX

HOT WAX

WAX WITH PROTECTIVE EFFECT

Concentrated car care product for using after washing. Provides fast water 
removing from the car body. After treatment it protects the paintwork from 
aggressive environmental factors. It makes a film on the surface that repels 
water and dirt. Adds shine. When you reapply the product, the effect increases 
and persists over several washes.

The new generation concentrated product for long-term preservation of the 
car surface after washing. It forms the thinnest protective film, which has a 
high water-repellent ability, provides quick drying, makes an antistatic effect. 
It has a pleasant aroma. Protects the treated surface for a long time from the 
penetration of water, dirt, harmful chemicals and other external influences. Gives 
a deep mirror shine. When used regularly, it protects the paintwork from fading 
and cracking. Suitable for all types of car washes. In the case of self-service, 
tunnel and portal  type, it is allowed to use the product only with a separate 
automatic dosing system: dilute according to the operating instructions of the 
washing equipment. Do not mix with touchless shampoos. It is recommended 
to use purified or osmotic water for dilution.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 kg

5 kg

1 kg

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions

Temperature conditions

Packing, article

Packing, article

110253

110255

127100

Method of application: 1. Dilute the concentrate with hot water (50-80°C) at 
the rate of 1:200 or 1:400. / 2. Apply with a sponge or spray evenly over the 
entire surface of the vehicle. / 3. Rinse off the remaining product with water.

Method of application: 1. Wash the car with GraSS touchless shampoo. / 2. Wash with GraSS manual shampoo using 
a macroporous sponge (washing with manual shampoo is necessary to remove any remaining dirt). / 3. For the 
foam lance, dilute with water in the rate of 1:30-1:50 (20-30 g/L). For sprayer, dilute concentrate with water at a rate 
of 1:300-1:500 (2-3 g/L). / 4. Apply the diluted composition to the surface to be treated. / 5. Rinse off the remaining 
product from the surface with water under pressure.

1:200
1:400

1:300
1:500

1:30
1:50

7

6

pH

pH

SPONGE 
APPLICATION

ANTISTATIC

ANTISTATIC
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CRYSTAL WAХ

PORTAL WAX

HYDROPHILIC WAX

WAX FOR FAST DRYING
FOR PORTAL CAR WASHING

Touchless foam composition for a radiant shine of your car. Preserves paintwork 
and protects from negative environmental influence, accelerates the drying 
process due to the water-repellent hydrophilic effect. Reduces the possibility of 
stain formation when the droplets dry out. It has a pleasant aroma.

Concentrated effective product for tunnel and portal car wash stations. It is 
highly water-repellent and ensures fast drying of the vehicle after washing. 
Makes the car surface completely dry, shiny and protected from the 
environmental influences. The treated surface is self-cleaning when exposed 
to rain or when rinsed with water. The product has an antistatic effect. Works 
perfectly even with hard water and at low temperatures.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 kg

20 kg

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions

Temperature conditions

Packing, article

Packing, article

110339

139123

Method of application: 1. Perform a touchless car wash, and then wash with 
a manual shampoo. / 2. Dilute the product with water for a foam lance at 
the rate of 1:2-1:5 (160-330 g/L), for sprayer 20-50 g/L of water. / 3. Apply the 
composition evenly to the surface. To achieve maximum effect, leave on the 
surface 2-3 minutes. Do not let the product dry on the surface. / 4. Rinse off 
the remaining product from the surface with water under pressure.

Method of application with an automatic system: dilute according to the 
instructions for use of the cleaning equipment. Manual method: dilute with water at the rate of 20-40 g/L, apply 
to the surface with a sprayer. Rinse with water, remove residues with a dry microfiber.

1:20
1:50

1:25
1:50

1:2
1:5

6

6

pH

pH

ANTISTATIC

ANTISTATIC

PORTAL

service life 

service life 

water repellent effect 

water repellent effect 

concentration

concentration

service life 

service life 

water repellent effect 

water repellent effect 

concentration

concentration
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PROFESSIONAL LINE
FOR CAR WASHES 
Specialized set of 8 products, with a more effective composition. Characterized by a chemical-resistant, reusable 
bottle, which are also suitable for using in combination with a foam lance. The entire product line comes with 
a durable and handy trigger. Presented in the optimum volume of 1 liter, which is enough for many uses. 
Placement and storage are also well thought out with a stylish hanging shelf for these products.

29

UNIVERSAL 
CLEANER

HYDRO 
POLYMER

INTERIOR CLEANER

LIQUID POLYMER PRESERVATIVE

Professional detergent for car interior cleaning from any contaminants. Ideal for 
all types of fabrics, artificial leather and plastic.

A liquid polymer preservative for shine, protection and care of the paintwork, plastic 
and chrome parts of the car. Makes a polymer film on the surface that protects 
against moisture, dust and other harmful environmental factors. Enhances color 
and brightness, avoiding blushing of plastic, rubber and glass. Cleans paintwork 
from road reagents and salt. Does not contain abrasive elements. Recommended 
as express protection, care and as a preservative of protective coatings. It is applied 
on a wet car surface after washing. 

<5o

5-35o

>35o

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 L

1 L

acceptable 

recommended

isn’t recommended

acceptable 

recommended

isn’t recommended

Temperature conditions

Temperature conditions

Packing, article

Packing, article

12

110353

125306

Method of application: before starting wet cleaning, vacuum-clean the surface. Apply 
product from the sprayer in a close distance, make foam with a brush or a sponge. 
Clean the foam solution with dust and dirt using a vacuum cleaner or manually. 

Method of application: shake well before use, product layering is acceptable! Spray the product onto a clean damp 
surface, spread with a sponge, rinse off with water, polish with a clean microfiber.

pH

SPONGE 
APPLICATION

FOAMING 
COMPOSITION 

SPONGE OR MICROFIBRE 
APPLICATION
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DISK
RIM CLEANER
Effective detergent based on a mixture of organic and inorganic acids, developed 
for cleaning all acid-resistant materials, such as steel and painted aluminum rims, as 
well as chrome and nickel-plated surfaces. The optimal combination of components 
quickly and thoroughly cleans persistent brake dust, rust, lime and other inorganic 
contaminants, giving the surface a dazzling shine. Contains corrosion inhibitors.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 L

1 L

Temperature conditions

Temperature conditions

Packing, article

Packing, article

110352

110356

Method of application: cool the surface before applying the product. Turn the sprayer 
to the «SPRAY» position, apply the product to the surface to be cleaned, leave for 1-2 
minutes, then rinse off with water under pressure.

LEATHER 
CLEANER
LEATHER CONDITIONER
Polishing agent polishes and cleans leather and textile items. Gently removes all 
kinds of dirt without damaging the natural structure of the material. Suitable for all 
types of natural leather. Does not dry out the leather, refreshes the surface. Prolongs 
service life of the interior leather elements.
Method of application: spray the product on the surface to be cleaned or a soft 
cloth, wipe with circular movements.

acceptable 

recommended

isn’t recommended

acceptable 

recommended

isn’t recommended

2

7

pH

pH

SPONGE 
APPLICATION
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MOSQUITOS
CLEANER
INSECT TRACES CLEANER 

Developed for quick and easy removal of insect traces from glass, plastic and chrome 
bumpers, hood, radiator grilles. It has a high cleaning ability. 
Method of application: cool the surface before applying the product. Before the main 
car wash, apply the product plentifully to contaminated areas in a close distance. 
After 2-3 minutes, rub the dirt with a sponge or microfiber, rinse with water and 
GRASS car shampoo. Avoid drying out on the surface. It can also be added to the 
windshield washer tank at the rate of 10-15 grams per liter of water.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 L

1 L

Temperature conditions

Temperature conditions

Packing, article

Packing, article

110357

110354

BLACK
RUBBER
TIRE BLACKENER
A water-based polishing agent for cleaning and polishing tires and other rubber 
parts of a car. Restores black color, refreshes the surface, gives a glossy shine. Protects 
against cracking, aging and color loss. Gives surface antistatic properties.
Method of application: apply the product to a cleaned dry surface using a sprayer. 
Can be applied with a sponge or clean cloth. After application, spread it on the 
surface in longitudinal movements and let it dry completely. Avoid contact with 
glass and mirrors.

acceptable 

recommended

isn’t recommended

acceptable 

recommended

isn’t recommended

12

7

pH

pHSPONGE 
APPLICATION

SPONGE OR MICROFIBRE 
APPLICATION

ANTISTATIC
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MOTOR
CLEANER
ENGINE CLEANER 

The product is based on effective washing components and active additives. It is 
intended for cleaning the engine block and engine parts from oil stains, grease 
leaks, adhering dust and other road dirt. A powerful alkaline formula cleans even 
the oldest contaminants.
Method of application: before the main car wash, apply the product plentifully to 
contaminated areas in a close distance. After 2-3 minutes, rub the dirt with a sponge 
and rinse with water. Avoid drying out on the surface. It is recommended to cover 
the parts that are not allowed to get wet with a film in advance.

POLYROLE
MATTE
PLASTIC POLISH 
Professional matte product for polishing dashboards, unpainted bumpers, tires, for 
cleaning and polishing leather, wood, vinyl, plastic and rubber. It retains its original 
color, does not leave greasy spots, prevents dust settling, gives a matte shine. The 
product has a pleasant aroma. 
Method of application: : apply to the surface using a spray or a sponge and spread 
evenly on the surface in a circular motion. Avoid contact with glass and mirrors.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 L

1 L

Temperature conditions

Temperature conditions

Packing, article

Packing, article

110358

110359

acceptable 

recommended

isn’t recommended

acceptable 

recommended

isn’t recommended

11pH

7pHSPONGE 
APPLICATION

ANTISTATIC
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CLEAN GLASS
GLASS CLEANER
A ready for use glass, mirror, plastic and chrome cleaner for use on all smooth 
surfaces of vehicles. Easily removes persistent dirt from oils, fats, insects. Gives the 
surface antistatic properties. Evaporates, provides maximum clarity without streaks. 
Ideal for use in winter.
Method of application: spray the product onto the surface from a distance of 15-20 cm. 
Wipe dry with a paper towel or non-linting cloth until it dries completely.

GIVES 
SHINE

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 L

Temperature conditions Packing, article

110355acceptable 

recommended

isn’t recommended

7pH

METAL HANGING 
SHELF
Metal hanging shelf.

1 pcs.

Quantity Size Article

600 х 500 mm ST-0423
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EXTERIOR PRODUCTS
Owning a vehicle is both a privilege and a great responsibility. It is necessary not only to drive the vehicle properly, 
but also to keep it in good technical condition, and for comfort and convenience it is also necessary to maintain 
a pleasant aesthetic appearance. To keep the exterior of the vehicle in excellent condition, you need to properly 
care for it. The assortment of GraSS products includes a lot of high-quality car care and protection products that 
will satisfy the needs of the most demanding and critical car owners.

35

MOTOR
CLEANER
ENGINE CLEANER 
Intended for external cleaning of the engine compartment (engine and its 
parts) from oil stains, grease, dust and other contaminants. A powerful alkaline 
formula cleans even the most persistent dirt.
Method of application: 1. Stop the engine, disconnect the battery terminals 
and let the engine cool down. / 2. Dilute concentrate with water at the rate 
of 1:4-1:9 (100-200 g) for a foam lance (1L) or 1:50-1:120 (8-20 g/L) for a pump 
sprayer, depending on the degree of contamination. / 3. With water under pressure at a distance of at least 1 meter, 
wash off the top layer of dust from the contaminated area, and then apply the diluted composition to the surface 
to be treated. For heavily dirty areas, it is recommended to use a brush. / 4. Wait for 1-2 minutes, avoid drying. Rinse 
thoroughly with water.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 kg

5,8 kg

21 kg

acceptable 

recommended

isn’t recommended

Temperature conditions Packing, article

116100

110292

110293

1:50
1:120

1:4
1:9

12pH

BLACK
BRILLIANCE
TIRE BLACKENER 
Professional silicone-based product for cleaning and polishing tires and other 
rubber parts of the car. Restores black color, refreshes the surface, gives a glossy 
shine. Prevents water penetration, thus protecting against corrosion and rapid 
aging. In winter, it can be used to protect door, hood and trunk seals from freezing. 

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 kg

5 kg

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article

125100

125101

Method of application: 1. Apply undiluted to the surface with a sprayer at close 
distance. / 2. Can be applied with a sponge or a clean cloth. / 3. After application, 
spread on the surface in a circular motion and let it dry completely.

GIVES SHINEREPELS WATER

READY FOR USE 
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<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 kg

5,7 kg

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article

121100

125231

BLACK RUBBER
TIRE BLACKENER 
Polishing agent. Water-based professional composition for cleaning and 
polishing tires and other rubber parts of a car. Restores black color, refreshes 
the surface, gives a glossy shine. Protects against cracking, aging and color loss. 
Gives the surface antistatic properties.
Method of application: dilute the concentrate with water at the rate of 330-
500 g/L. Apply the composition to the surface with a sprayer or sponge, 
moistening it with the polish. After application, spread the composition evenly 
over the surface and let it dry.

TIRE POLISH
TIRE BLACKENER 
Polishing agent. Professional concentrated product for polishing tires and other 
rubber parts of a car. Restores black color, refreshes the surface, gives a glossy 
shine with a wet tire effect. Protects against cracking and ultraviolet exposure.
Method of application: dilute the concentrate with water at the rate of 150-
250 g/L. Apply the composition to the surface with a sprayer or sponge, 
moistening it with the polish. After application, spread the composition evenly 
over the surface and let it dry.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 kg

6 kg

Temperature conditions Packing, article

121201

110102

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

8

8

pH

pH

1:1
1:2

1:4
1:7

SPONGE 
APPLICATION

SPONGE 
APPLICATION

ANTISTATIC
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DISK
RIM CLEANER
Effective detergent based on a mixture of organic and inorganic acids, designed 
for cleaning all acid-resistant materials, such as steel and painted aluminum 
rims, as well as chrome and nickel-plated surfaces. The optimal combination 
of components quickly and thoroughly cleans persistent brake dust, rust, lime 
and other inorganic contaminants, giving the surface a dazzling shine. Contains 
corrosion inhibitors. 
Method of application: cool the surface before applying the product. Dilute 
the concentrate with water at the rate of 200-500 g/L. Spray the ready solution 
on the surface to be cleaned, leave for 1-2 minutes, rub with a brush and rinse 
with water under pressure.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

5,9 kg

Temperature conditions Packing, article

125232acceptable 

recommended

isn’t recommended

2pH1:1
1:4

SILICONE
SILICONE PROTECTOR
Product is designed to lubricate rubber and plastic parts of the car. It prevents 
freezing of wipers, rubber seals of doors, trunk and hood. Protects surfaces from 
harmful effects of the environment, thus prolonging their service life. Displaces 
moisture well. Can be used for preservation of rubber and plastic parts of a car.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 kgacceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article

137101

Method of application: apply the product to the previously cleaned surface 
with a sponge. Spread evenly over the surface.

REPELS
WATER

PROTECTION
AND PRESERVATION

SPONGE 
APPLICATION READY FOR USE 
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<5o

5-35o

>35o

<5o

5-35o

>35o

5 kg

5 kg

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions

Temperature conditions

Packing, article

Packing, article

133101

130101

8

8

pH

pH

ANTISTATIC

ANTISTATIC

CLEAN GLASS

CLEAN GLASS
CONCENTRATE

GLASS AND MIRROR CLEANER 

GLASS AND MIRROR CLEANER

Universal cleaner for glass, mirrors, plastic, chrome, crystal, ceramic and 
porcelain products. It can be used to clean the monitor screen and TV, office 
furniture and shop equipment. It gives antistatic properties to surfaces. Leaves 
no scratches, streaks or stains, provides maximal visibility. 

Concentrated universal cleaner for glass, mirrors, plastic, chrome, tiles. It can be 
used to clean the monitor screen and TV, office furniture and shop equipment. 
It gives antistatic properties to surfaces. Leaves no scratches, streaks or stains, 
provides maximal visibility. Economical to use. 

Method of application: spray the product on the surface from a distance of 15-
20 cm. Wipe with a dry paper towel or non-fiber cloth until it dries completely.

Method of application: for different types of sprayers, dilute the concentrate 
with water at the rate of 1:5-1:10 (90-170 g/L), spray the ready for use solution onto contaminated areas from a 
distance of 15-20 cm, wipe with a dry paper towel or non-fiber cloth until it dries completely. For best results, it is 
not recommended to use the product under direct sunlight.

1:5
1:10

1:5
1:10
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MOSQUITOS
CLEANER
INSECT TRACES CLEANER 
Concentrated cleaner based on effective components and active additives. 
Designed for quick and easy removal of insect traces from glass, plastic and 
chrome bumpers, hood, radiator grilles. It has a high cleaning ability.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 kg

5 kg

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article

118100

118101

Method of application: 1. Cool the surface before applying the product. / 2. For 
sprayer, dilute the concentrate with water at the rate of 100-200 g/L depending 
on the degree of contamination. / 3. Wash the top layer of dust from the contaminated surface with water under 
pressure, then apply the ready solution using sprayer, wait 2-3 minutes, avoid drying. / 4. Rinse thoroughly with water.

11pH1:4
1:9

RIM&BUG
CLEANER
DETERGENT FOR
TOUCHLESS CAR WASHING 

Concentrated cleaner based on effective components and active additives. It 
is designed for quick and easy removal of insect traces from the car body and 
car parts, as well as for cleaning wheel rims from soot, dirt and dust. It has a 
high cleaning ability.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

23 kgacceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article 1:130
1:180

1:10
1:16

12110325

Method of application: at self-service car washes: set the concentration to 
1-3% of the ready solution, depending on the dosing system. Method of application: 1. Before application 
the product must be diluted with water at the rate of 1:130-1:180 (5-8 g/L) for a foam generator (25, 50, 100 L) 
or 1:10-1:16 (60-90 g) for a foam lance (1 L), depending on the degree of contamination. / 2. Wash the top layer 
of dirt from the car surface, then apply the ready solution. / 3. Wait for 2 minutes, avoid drying! / 4. Thoroughly 
rinse with water under high pressure at a close distance (15-20 cm).

pH
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INTERIOR PRODUCTS
There is an undeniable fact - every car requires care during its operation. Attention should be paid not only to the 
car body, but also to its interior. Proper cleaning and care technology for car interior elements will prolong or give 
them their original appearance. And cleanliness, shine and pleasant aroma in the interior will please not only the 
owner, but also all the passengers.

41

<5o

5-35o

>35o

<5o

5-35o

>35o

1 kg

5,4 kg

20 kg

1 kg

5,4 kg

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions

Temperature conditions

Packing, article

Packing, article

112100

125197

112103

112110

125228

11

11

pH

pH

UNIVERSAL
CLEANER

TEXTILE
CLEANER

INTERIOR CLEANER

INTERIOR CLEANER

Professional foam detergent for car interior cleaning from the most different 
contaminants, except for oil and mineral. Ideal for cleaning fabrics, velour, 
imitation and genuine leather, plastic and glass. Refreshes coverings colors. 
Does not damage the fabric fibers. Easily copes with greasy spots. Eliminates 
unpleasant odors. In concentrated form, can be used as a stain remover. 

Professional foam detergent for car interior cleaning from any contaminants. 
Ideal for cleaning fabrics, velour, imitation and genuine leather, plastic and 
glass. Refreshes coverings colors. Does not damage the fabric fibers. Easily 
copes with greasy spots. Eliminates unpleasant odors. In concentrated form, 
can be used as a stain remover. 

Method of application: 1. Before starting dry cleaning, vacuum-clean the surface. / 2. Then remove hard stains 
with a solvent or this concentrate without diluting it with water. / 3. For general cleaning, the concentrate should 
be diluted at the rate of 50-100 g/L of water. The solution can be applied using a spray gun, cleaning gun, carpet 
extractor or manually. Heavy dirt should be scrubbed with a brush if necessary. / 4. Clean the foam solution with 
dust and dirt using a vacuum cleaner or a microfiber cloth or sponge.

Method of application: 1. Before starting dry cleaning, vacuum-clean the 
surface. / 2. Then remove hard stains with a solvent or this concentrate without diluting it with water. / 3. For general 
cleaning, the concentrate should be diluted at the rate of 50-100 g/L of water. The solution can be applied using 
a spray gun, cleaning gun, carpet extractor or manually. Heavy dirt should be scrubbed with a brush if necessary. 
/ 4. Clean the foam solution with dust and dirt using a vacuum cleaner or manually.

1:10
1:20

1:10
1:20

1:10
1:20

1:10
1:20
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1 kg

5 kg

1 kg

5 kg

Temperature conditions

Temperature conditions

Packing, article

Packing, article

120110

120111

110268

110269

<5o

5-35o

>35o

<5o

5-35o

>35o

isn’t recommended

recommended

isn’t recommended

isn’t recommended

recommended

isn’t recommended

POLYROLE
MATTE

POLYROLE
MATTE

MATTE PLASTIC POLISH 

MATTE PLASTIC POLISH

Professional matte product for polishing dashboards, unpainted bumpers, 
tires, for cleaning and polishing leather, wood, vinyl, plastic and rubber items. 
It retains its original color, leaves no greasy spots, prevents dust settling, gives 
a matte shine. The product has a pleasant grape aroma. In its pure form, it can 
be used as a leather cleaner-conditioner. 

Professional matte product for polishing dashboards, unpainted bumpers, 
tires, for cleaning and polishing leather, wood, vinyl, plastic and rubber items. 
It retains its original color, leaves no greasy spots, prevents dust settling, gives 
a matte shine. The product has a pleasant vanilla aroma. In its pure form, it can 
be used as a leather cleaner-conditioner. 

Method of application: dilute the polish with water at the rate of 1:1 or use in 
concentrated form. Apply to the surface using a spray or sponge and spread 
evenly on the surface in a circular motion.

Method of application: dilute the polish with water at the rate of 1:1 or use in 
concentrated form. Apply to the surface using a spray or sponge and spread 
evenly on the surface in a circular motion.

8

8

pH

pH

ANTISTATIC

ANTISTATIC

1:1

1:1
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5 kg

1 kg

Temperature conditions

Temperature conditions

Packing, article

Packing, article

341005

131100

<5o

5-35o

>35o

<5o

5-35o

>35o

isn’t recommended

recommended

isn’t recommended

isn’t recommended

recommended

isn’t recommended

POLYROLE
SHINE

LEATHER CLEANER
CONDITIONER

GLOSSY PLASTIC POLISH

LEATHER CLEANER-CONDITIONER

Professional glossy product for polishing dashboards, unpainted bumpers, 
tires, for cleaning and polishing plastic, leather, wood, vinyl and rubber items. 
It retains its original color, leaves no greasy spots, prevents dust settling, and 
gives a glossy shine. The product has a pleasant aroma. 

Cream conditioner for cleaning genuine and artificial leather of all shades. 
It penetrates deep into pores, cleaning the surface well. Gives shine and 
restores the structure. Moisturizes the leather and protects from drying out 
and cracking. Protects the treated surface from ultraviolet radiation and 
premature aging. Absorbs quickly, leaving no streaks and spots. It has a 
pleasant aroma. Suitable for cleaning and refreshing the car interior, as well 
as home leather furniture, shoes and bags. 

Method of application: clean the surface from dust beforehand. Spread the 
polish evenly and rub it in circular motions on the surface with a sponge or 
cloth. Use as ready for use or diluted at the rate of 1:1 with water.

Method of application: 1. Apply the product to the surface using a sponge or a soft cloth. / 2. Leave it for 5 minutes. 
/ 3. Wipe with a dry soft cloth to remove dirt and product residue.

8

8

pH

pH

ANTISTATIC 1:1

SPONGE OR MICROFIBRE 
APPLICATION

VANILLA
AROMA

GRAPE
AROMA
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1 kg Antitabacco

1 kg Spick&Span Car

1 kg Cinnamon Bun

1 kg Citrus Brawl

Volume, title, article

110371

110346

110345

110348

HAZE CLOUD
LIQUIDS FOR ODOR REMOVAL 
AND DEODORIZATION
Product for neutralization of foreign smells in car interior and 
rooms. It forms dry haze particles that fill the entire volume of the 
treated space, penetrates the most inaccessible places and removes 
unpleasant odors. Effectively neutralizes unpleasant odors in the air 
(smells of tobacco, smoke, protein origin, mustiness, sweat, spoiled 
food, vital animal function) and, also on fabric, textile, leather and solid 
surfaces. It gives treated surfaces a pleasant, light aroma for 7-30 days. 
Use only with specialized equipment! Processing is recommended to 
be carried out at a temperature not lower than +12 С°. 
Method of application: 1. Remove the source of an unpleasant odor. / 2. Wait until all treated surfaces are dry. 
/ 3. Remove the rubber mats. / 4. Pour the product into the equipment, per one car 40-80 ml; for the room - 2-4 
ml per 1 m2, depending on the surface area and the intensity of the smell. / 5. Start treating the interior of the car 
from bottom to top. / 6. Leave the car closed for 20-30 minutes, room for 30-50 minutes. / 7. Air out the car saloon 
for 10 minutes, the room for 20 minutes. 

8pH

45

SPECIALIZED PRODUCTS
This group of detergents is intended to cope with atypical dirt. Their main function is to clean the surface where 
alkaline and neutral compositions will be useless.

READY FOR USE 
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RUST
CLEANER
RIMS AND TANKS CLEANER

Highly concentrated acid cleaner of rims and aluminum tanks from heavy dirt 
that cannot be washed with normal car shampoo (resins, oil products, soot, 
rust, as well as brake dust). Safe for rubber and plastic parts, non-ferrous metal 
products. Do not apply on glass and glass surfaces. 
Method of application: dilute with water at the rate of 100-250 g/L, apply 
ready solution on the surface to be cleaned, leave for 1 minute, rinse with 
water under pressure, then apply an alkaline car shampoo and rinse with water 
under pressure. Repeat the treatment if necessary.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

5 kg

21 kg

acceptable 

recommended

acceptable

Temperature conditions Packing, article

110391

110338

1:3
1:9

1:3
1:9

1pH

ACID CLEANER
HIGH-FOAM ACID CLEANER

Acid detergent for cleaning building facades trimmed with plastic, tiles, metal 
siding and glass from limescale, rust and other mineral contaminants. Also 
recommended at car wash stations. 
Method of application: apply to the dirty surface with a sprayer or a sponge; 
leave it for 2-3 minutes. Rub with a brush if necessary, and then wash away 
with water. With regular use of the product or light dirt, you can dilute the 
concentrate with water at the rate of 150-200 g/L.

<5o

5-35o

>35o

5,9 kg

Temperature conditions Packing, article

160101acceptable 

recommended

isn’t recommended

2pH1:1
1:2
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ANTIBITUM

FOAM 
COMPONENT

BITUMEN STAINS REMOVER 

FOAM ADDITIVE

Product for removing oil, tar, bitumen stains, tire traces and other road oil 
contaminants from various surfaces. It is based on effective low-volatile 
solvents of high purification, therefore, does not have a pungent odor. 

A liquid functional foam additive for detergents and cleaning agents. Suitable 
for neutral and alkaline products of the GRASS range. It gives the products 
a rich foaming effect. Safe for dosing systems.

5 kg

1 kg

Temperature conditions

Temperature conditions

Packing, article

Packing, article

150101

110387

Method of application: 1. Wash the car, using GraSS touchless shampoo. 
/ 2. Spray Antibitum composition on the contaminated surface. / 3. Keep 
the composition on the surface not more than 5 minutes. For heavy dirt we 
recommend using a microfiber or sponge. / 4. Rinse off any residue with a jet 
of water or wipe thoroughly with a clean microfiber. / 5. If you are unable to 
achieve the desired result, repeat the procedure.

Method of application: add the product to the canister at the rate of 500-1000 
grams per 20 liters, depending on the required foam intensity. Mix thoroughly.

READY FOR USE 
<5o

5-35o

>35o

<5o

5-35o

>35o

acceptable 

recommended

isn’t recommended

acceptable 

recommended

isn’t recommended
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<5o

5-35o

>35o

5 kgacceptable 

recommended

isn’t recommended

Temperature conditions Packing, article

110265

G-CLEANER
DEGREASER 
A special cleaning agent based on hydrocarbon solvents quickly and effectively 
removes bitumen, tar, greases, oils and other contaminants from various surfaces. 
Has no negative effect to the paintwork, rubber, chrome and plastic parts. 
Method of application: apply the product on a contaminated surface, wait for 
1-2 minutes, depending on the type and degree of contamination. Remove 
residual dirt with a sponge or rinse with water. When used in combination with 
touchless car wash, apply the product on a contaminated surface, wait a few 
minutes. Without washing off, apply touchless shampoo, wait for 1-3 minutes and 
rinse with water from the high-pressure machine.

SPONGE 
APPLICATION READY FOR USE 
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WIPING MATERIALS
This is quite a wide range - special sponges of different textures, suede cloths, wipers made of paper and non-woven 
fabrics, microfiber cloths, waffle cloth. High-quality wiping material considerably increases efficiency and shortens 
the working time and keeps the car looking presentable for a long time.

For car washing and drying we recommend using several varieties of wiping materials, as they have differences and 
each is developed for a particular type of work: washing, wiping dry, polishing, cleaning different types of surfaces, 
as well as the application and spreading of special products.
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WET WIPES

WET WIPES

FOR CLEANING GLASS, 
MIRRORS AND HEADLIGHTS

FOR HANDS WITH 
ANTIBACTERIAL EFFECT 

Wet wipes made of soft non-woven material are developed for cleaning
car windows, mirror and other glass surfaces. 

Wet wipes made of soft non-woven material.

30 pcs.

30 pcs.

Amount

Amount Article

IT-0313

IT-0314

Article

51

WET WIPES

WET WIPES

FOR CAR INTERIOR CARE

FOR LEATHER INTERIOR CARE 

Wet wipes made of soft non-woven material are developed for cleaning
and protection of instrument panel and other plastic parts of car interior. 

Wet wipes made of soft non-woven material are developed for cleaning 
leather parts in car interior.

30 pcs.

30 pcs.

Amount Article

Amount Article

IT-0311

IT-0312
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MICROFIBER 
CLOTH

SUEDE CLOTH

SOAKED

SOFT 

Universal, highly absorbent terry cloth for cars. Soaked with polyurethane 
using a special technology. Degreases, removes limescale and polishes well.

Artificial suede cloth for car body care. Absorbency up to 300%. Strong 
and durable. Resistant to most chemicals. Leaves no streaks or lint.

1 pcs.

1 pcs.

45 х 55 сm

45 х 55 сm

Amount

Amount

Size

Size

Article

Article

IT-0319 

IT-0320
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SUEDE CLOTH

SUEDE CLOTH

PERFORATED

ALCANTARA 

Perforated artificial suede cloth for wiping and drying the car body. 
Does not stick to the bodywork, leaves no lint on the surface, wear-resistant.

Extra soft artificial suede cloth with a fluffy surface for cleaning and drying 
the car body. It dries well and polishes all types of lacquered, chrome, 
plastic, mirror and glass surfaces.

1 pcs. 45 х 54 сm

Amount Size Article

IT-0322

1 pcs. 40 х 55 сm

Amount Size Article

IT-0321
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PROFI CLOTH

UNIVERSAL 
CLOTH

ARTIFICIAL SUEDE PROFI 

FOR HOME AND CAR 

Professional cloth made of artificial suede. Leaves no streaks and lint. 
Absorbs a lot of liquid very well, quickly drying out the surface. Resistant 
to most chemicals. Ideal for wiping car body, plastic, glass, mirrors 
and other surfaces.

Microfiber is hygroscopic, absorbs dirt well, strong and durable. Large size 
of fluffy cloths of the most popular terry weave will perfectly cope with 
dirt, dust, absorb a large volume of water, oils, fats. The surface after wiping 
with microfiber is perfectly clean and dry. The cloth is recommended for 
allergy sufferers because it perfectly removes pathogenic microorganisms 
from the surface to be cleaned.

1 pcs.

10 pcs.

10 pcs.

1 pcs.

50 х 45 сm

30 х 30 сm

35 х 40 сm

35 х 40 сm

Amount

Amount

Size

Size

Article

Article

IT-0327

IT-0305

IT-0307

IT-0306
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WIPER SOFT
CLOTH

MAGIC GLASS
CLOTH

FOR HOME AND CAR 

CLOTH FOR GLASS

Terry cloth made of 100% microfiber. Microfiber is hygroscopic, absorbs dirt 
well, has an increased strength. Can be used both dry and wet.

Cloth is ideal for cleaning windows, car windows, mirrors, crystal, optics and 
any other smooth surfaces from ceramic tiles to precious metals. It can be also 
used for cleaning polished furniture, polishing of chrome faucets in kitchen 
and bathroom. Cloth has high density and smooth texture, so it is extra strong 
and durable. Doesn’t cling to ledges and roughness. Leaves no streaks, lint and 
moisture on the surface. It doesn’t require dry wiping. 

1 pcs.. 40 х 40 сm

Amount

Amount

Size

Size

Article

Article

IT-0352

1 pcs.

1 pcs.

30 х 30 сm

40 х 50 сm

IT-0305

IT-0307
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CHAMOIS CLOTH

WIPING PAPER

MULTI-PURPOSE CLOTH

2-LAYER HOUSEHOLD PAPER

Multi-purpose cloth made of artificial suede. Leaves no streaks or lint. Absorbs 
a lot of liquids well, quickly drying the surface. Resistant to most chemicals.

Two-layer blue paper, density 20 g/m2, 1000 tears.

24 х 35 сm

43 х 32 сm

33 х 35 сm

64 х 43 сm

Size

Size

Article

Article

IT-0354

IT-0462

IT-0355

IT-0536
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WAFFLE CLOTH

WHITE SPONGE

FOR HOME AND CAR

POLYURETHANE FOAM
CAR SPONGE

High quality waffle cloth. Composition-100% cotton.
The density of 120g/m2.

Car sponge made of polyurethane foam. The density of
the polyurethane foam ensures a long service life.

50 m

70 m

40 сm

45 сm

Length
Edge on one side

Edge on both sides

Width Article
vpr45-50

IT-0341

20,5 х 12 х 5 сm

Size Article

IT-0325
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MACROPOROUS 
SPONGE
POLYURETHANE FOAM 
CAR SPONGE
Macroporous car sponge made of polyurethane foam. The structure of material 
protects paintwork from abrasive effect of sand. The size of the foam cell is 
bigger than a grain of sand. Due to this, particles of sand and dirt are drawn 
into the sponge.

19,5 х 12,5 х 7 сm

Size Article

IT-0326
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SPECIAL CLOTHES
Special clothes are used to protect employees from possible negative effects of work - personal injury, contact 
with skin and mucous membranes of the chemicals with which the employee must work. Special clothes for car 
washer are not an exception. High-quality suit not only won’t get wet during the shift, but also will protect your 
skin from the chemicals used for washing the car. When the car washer will work with a sponge or wipe the car, 
the risk to scratch the surface is reduced to zero, because the suit has no rivets, and the buttons and zipper are 
covered by the fabric.
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CAR WASH
SUIT

CAR TECHNICIAN 
SUIT

NEW
Modern and practical car wash suit from GraSS. The suit consists of a jacket and 
overalls. Straight fit jacket has a central zipper and velcro windproof placket. 
There is a waterproof insert from the elbow to the cuff. Jacket includes 2 outside 
and 2 inside pockets with zippers and cuffs with velcro girth adjustment. 
Reflective inserts are sewn into the entire area, and in the back of the jacket 
there are holes covered by a fabric bar for air circulation. Overalls have two 
straps with adjustable suspenders and belt loops. There is a waterproof insert 
from the knee area to the bottom. Overalls are equipped with reflective inserts 
and 3 pockets, one of them in the chest area and closes with velcro.

The suit consists of a jacket and overalls. Straight fit jacket has a central zipper 
and windproof placket. Belt with adjustable width. Rack with upper and lower 
patch pockets with flaps with textile fastening. Reflective tape is positioned 
in two rows. There is reflective tape on the back flap. Cuff with elastic belt and 
reflective tape. Stand collar. Overalls with fitted front and back, a zipper in the 
middle seam of the front halves, straps and belt with elastic tape. Front with 
patch pockets with flaps with textile fastening. Back with yoke and mesh insert. 
Front halves with patch pockets. Rear halves with reinforcements around the 
back. Reflective tape: two rows on the front and rear halves.

Weight, height

Size, height

Weight, height

Size, height

Article

Article

Article

Article

Composition: blended fabric (65% polyester, 35% cotton).

88-92, 170-176 

96-100, 170-176

104-108, 170-176

44-46, 170-176

48-50, 170-176

48-50, 182-188

ST-0858 

ST-0857

ST-0859

ST-0199

ST-0200

ST-0201

ST-0861

ST-0860

96-100, 182-188

104-108, 182-188

ST-0202

ST-0203

52-54, 170-176

52-54, 182-188
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POLO SHIRT

POLO SHIRT

WITH GRASS LOGO

WITH GRASS LOGO

Polo Shirt - a comfortable form of clothes in the summer season, designed for 
sales representatives, managers of sales areas and administrators. The density 
of 140-150 gr/m2.
Composition: 100% polyester.

Composition: cuffs and collar made of kashkorse - 95% cotton, 5% lycra, lining 
fabric taffeta of 100% polyester.

Black polo shirt with Grass logo with short sleeves, designed for sales 
representatives, managers of sales areas and administrators. Jersey structure, 
composition of 92% cotton, 8% lycra, density of 210 g/m2. Cuffs and collar, 
density of 250 g/m2. Lining fabric, density of 56 g/m2.

Size Article

S

XXL

ST-0504

ST-0212

Size SizeArticle Article

S

M

L

ST-0562

ST-0563

ST-0564

ST-0565

ST-0566

XL

XXL
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VEST

SWEATSHIRT

WITH GRASS LOGO

WITH GRASS LOGO

Composition: 100% polyester outer fabric, 100% polyester lining, 100% 
polyester filler.

Composition: 80% cotton, 20% polyester.

Warmed vest with Grass logo designed for managers, sales representatives 
and administrators.

Black warmed sweatshirt with Grass logo, designed for managers, sales 
representatives and administrators. The main fabric is footer three-strand loop 
(knitted), composition of 80% cotton, 20% lycra, density of 320 g/m2. Cuffs, 
bottom, neckline made of kashkorse - 95% cotton, 5% lycra, density of 300 g/m2.

Size SizeArticle Article

S

M

L

ST-0557

ST-0558

ST-0559

Size, height Size, heightArticle Article

42, 164

44, 164

46, 164

ST-0567

ST-0568

ST-0569

ST-0571

ST-0570

ST-0574

48, 164

46,176

50,176

ST-0560

ST-0561

XL

XXL
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BOMBER

WINDBREAKER

WITH GRASS LOGO

WITH GRASS LOGO

Warmed bomber jacket with Grass logo for managers, sales 
representatives and administrators.

Men’s straight silhouette jacket for sales representatives. The jacket has 
a lapped lining, two-seam hood, a central zipper and two slash pockets.

Size SizeArticle Article

S

M

L

ST-0577

ST-0578

ST-0579

Size, height Size, heightArticle Article

46, 164

50, 164

52, 164

46, 170

48, 170

50, 170

52, 170

48, 176 

ST-0296

ST-0293

ST-0294

ST-0295

ST-0496

ST-0497

ST-0479

ST-0290

ST-0580

ST-0581

XL

XXL

ST-0292

ST-0298

ST-0498

ST-0291

ST-0297

ST-0472

ST-0468

ST-0495

50, 176

52, 176

48, 182

50, 182

52, 182

50, 188

52, 188

48, 188
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RELATED PRODUCTS
This category includes functional backpacks, disposable mats, sample bags and measuring cups, which are 
essential tools for professionals.

65

BACKPACK NEW
WITH GRASS LOGO
Backpack with two compartments with a zipper. This model of the backpack 
has a compartment for laptop, outer pocket for documents, pens and a 
small pocket with a zipper. Back is enhanced. On the outer side there is 
patch pocket with a zipper. Handle is made of sling 30 mm, straps are soft, 
made of the main material.
Material: оxford 600D rip-stop. Lining - Oxford 210D.
Accessories: frame, sliders.

1 pcs.

Amount Article

ST-0691

MEASURING 
CUP
WITH GRASS LOGO
Measuring cup with handle, polypropylene, graduation up to 1000 ml. 
With brand logo GRASS. Unbreakable, crashproof, chemical resistant.

1000 ml

Volume Article

ST-0101
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PILE MAT

PAPER MAT

WITH GRASS LOGO

WITH GRASS LOGO

Pile car mat with GRASS logo.

Car mat made of laminated, moisture-resistant paper with GRASS logo. 
Keeps the original car mat clean after the washing process.

500 pcs.

1 pcs.

Amount

Amount

Size

Size

Article

Article

50 х 40,5 сm

60 х 40 сm

ST-0549

ST-0198
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SAMPLE BAG
WITH GRASS LOGO
Bag is made of waterproof fabric. The frame is made of plywood, which 
makes the product as rigid and practical as possible. On the outer part 
of the sides there are the pockets made of mesh backpack, inside the 
product there are pockets for small items. The valve cover is attached to 
the plastic fastexes to avoid arbitrary opening of the item. Additionally, 
there is a shoulder strap for easy carrying of the bag. The branding is 
applied in 2 places by thermal transfer method.
Material: oxford 600D, frame – 4 mm plywood.

1 pcs.

Amount Article

ST-0352
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NOTES
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